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It is well lsnomn that the same change of electron density at nucleus can be caused by different factors -by the change of occupation numbers of S-orbitals as well as by the screening effect connected with the change of the opposite sign of the occupation numbers of other orbitals [l-31 . E . g . , an increase of the occupation number ns of valence s-orbital always raises electron density at nucleus, but the same increase of electron density can be resulted also by the decrease of the number n of valence p-electrons, thus the P problem often arises whether a measured isomer shift (IS) is caused by the change ans, or by the change 4 n pa For simple unique interpretation of the measured IS value in terms of Ans and A "p additional information is necesswy -the physical quantity which would be sensitive to the sign of a n p (or ons+& ) must be "-p measured. Some years ago Gelius [4] painted out the possibility to obtain such information from the measured chemical s m s of internal electrons binding energies. In this paper we show that the answer in some cases can be obtained also measuring the sign of the chemical change a h of the probability h of the highly converted nuclem electromagnetic high multipolarity transition. For this the transitions must be used for which internal conversion in p-subshells (or other subshells with high orbital quantum number) ha8 high probability.
125%e 109.27 keV Id4 transition (TlI2= 5 7 . 5 days) was used for illustration of such a possibility (for interpretation of 125~e 35e48 keV M1 transition hZ3ssbauer isomer shift). In this case internal conversion on 5s and 5p valence electrons probabilities for fully occupied valence shell are approximately the same [5] , and any decrease of the number of !&-electrons will always decrease the probability of internal conversion on p-electrons and also the total probability of nucleax electromagnetic transition (the effect of the opposite sign, connected with the screening, is about one order of magnitude smaller). Relations among the signs of IS, ah, ans and an in this case are the
Experiments were performed with 125m~e in ZnTe, CdTe and HgTe. The compounds were prepared with 125%e, which was separated from the parent isotope 125~b. The decay rates of different sources were compared by quasidifferential method similar to that described earlier in [61 . Time dependence of the ratios of the counting rates, i.e, activities, of different samples was measured. The measurements were performed using scintillation counter of X-rays. Geometrical conditions of measurements (fixation of the solid angle of the registration system for X-rays, emerging from the source) were analogous to those used earlier in the experiments with '13sn [7] . The internal-diff erential amplitude discriminator was used to select the pulses from the background and to controle the positfon of the X-ray line in the pulse-height spectrum. The sources were chapged every 5 minutes t o average out drifts in electronics. The s c a l e r was governed by electron i c timer with quartz s t a b i l i z a t i o n . The data of the measurements were t r e a t e d with the a i d of computer BESN-6.
The r e s u l t s of such measurements a r e i l l u s t r a t e d i n f i g . 1, where time dependence of the r a t i o s R ( t ) of a c t i v i t i e s of the sources ~n~~~% e and ~~~~~% e a r e presented f o r two p a i r s of sources. The r es u l t s p l o t t e d a r e corrected f o r the dead t a b l e of r e l a t i o m among the signs of IS, AA,Ans a n d n a p shows t h a t the increase of IS (1970) Time, h a l f l i v e s 45 . time of the experimental appwatus and f o r the a c t i v i t y of contaminant parent 1 2 5~b ( a l l corrections were determhed experimentally). The change ~A o f the t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t y h can be determined a f t e r the l e a s t square f i t of the d a t a by the d i r e c t l i n e R(~)s(o)* ( 1 -4 A o t ) The r e s u l t s , presented i n fig. 1 , show t h a t 125%Ce i n HgTe decays a l i t t l e f a s t e r than i n ZnTe. The determined r e l a t i v e changes a A /A of the M 4 t r a n s i t i o n i n 1 2 5~e n u c l e i p r o b a b i l i t y A a r e t h e following ( t h e weighted mean values of some experiments ) :
Pig.1-Time dependenceof a c t i v i t i e s r a -
i n CdTe r e l a t i v e t o ZnTe -( 0 f l ) * l 0 -~, i n HgTe r e l a t i v e t o ZnTe -+(5*2)*10-~.
The most accurate published values of isomer s h i f t f o r TKissbauer t r a n s i t i o n i n 125Te nucleus a r e the following [8]:
f o r CdTe r e l a t i v e t o ZnTe -+0,06f0.06, f o r HgTe r e l a t i v e t o ZnTe -+0.19~0.05 ( i n mm/s).
Comparison of these data and of the
